IVANS Rating

The industry’s fastest
growing round-trip
rating platform

IVANS Rating enables your business to provide
anytime quoting to your agency partners nationwide.
Leveraging your existing comparative rating infrastructure,
IVANS Rating offers seamless in line quoting to agents
using participating agency management systems,
comparative raters and other distribution platforms.
Connecting you directly into agents’ daily quoting workflows, this
cloud-based data exchange solution ensures your products are
represented to the largest network of independent agencies available,
while reducing time spent managing one-off agent quote and vendor
integration requests.
By leveraging a growing number of the 30,000 independent agents
and more than 40 software vendors in IVANS’ distribution network,
IVANS Rating enables you to expand quote distribution through
multiple online and integrated channels, increasing connectivity
with agents so you candrive new business and build stronger
agent relationships.

The biggest win on both sides is service time.
IVANS not only improves service timefor our
underwriting staff, but agents can also service
their clients faster. It’s just another reason for
themto do business with us.
Ryan Ellis, Columbia Insurance Group

Enables your
business to
• Automate quoting
workflows via a
single exchange.
• Eliminate time and
expense configuring,
managing and maintaining
multiple connectionsin
separate systems.
• Increase product
visibility with direct
integration into multiple
distribution channels.
• Increase ease of
doing business with
agency partners.
• Reduce time spent
re-keying data in the
system and managing
one-off agent requests.

Core Capabilities

One-time rating services implementation
IVANS Rating implementations are cloud-based and extendable to all
supported IVANS Rating applications.
IVANS continues to expand the library of supported integrators to ensure
you have the access to distribute your rates to the broadest network of
agencies nationwide.
Quick and accurate exchange of quote information
IVANS Rating is built on best-of-breed continuousquoting technologies.
IVANS prioritizes accuracy and transparency in the quoting process, and
works with insurer partners to ensure your agents have the best insurance

Carriers integrating
with IVANS Rating see a
300% increase in quotes
volumes in year one and
double-digit growth in
subsequent years as
compared to website
quote volumes.
Source: IVANS

quoting experience.
Why IVANS?
Managed data capture and translations

IVANS is the property and

The IVANS Rating team curates, manages, cleans and confirms accuracy

casualty insurance industry’s

the risk detail necessary for efficient quoting across more than 500 insurers.

exchange connecting insurers,

We have a proven track record of balancing ease of use for the agent, speed
of response to the insured and accuracy for the insurer.

MGAs, agencies and the insured.
IVANS’ cloud-based software
automates the distribution and
servicing of insurance products.
For more than 30 years, IVANS
innovation and expertise has
connected 32,000 independent
insurance agencies and 400
insurer and MGA partners to
enable millions of people to
safeguard and protect what
matters most in people’s lives.

Call 855.233.9128
Visit ivansinsurance.com
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